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Junior Primary Music Concert
In their Music and Movement classes which take place twice a week, every Junior Primary child is exposed to the
joy of making music. These classes include marimbas, djembe drums, boomwhackers, body percussion, and
dance. The pupils can also choose to do individual music lessons in a variety of instruments with specialist
music teachers. Last Friday, all the Grades 1, 2 and 3 pupils had the opportunity of showcasing their musicmaking to their parents and teachers on the big stage in the Theatre. This was a big moment for them, but one
in which they revelled.
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There are more beautiful photos by Karen Winter on the school Facebook page

Letter from the Head
Any organisation is only as good as its staff. It doesn’t matter whether you are manufacturing
motor cars, running a restaurant, or educating children, the adage holds true, regardless.
At Bridge House we are blessed with an abundance of exceptional teachers, a fantastic
support staff and a dedicated admin team. It is the combination of all this talent, experience
and character that makes Bridge House the exceptional school that it is. Add to the mix, our
wonderfully diverse student body, and a supportive parent community and you have all the
makings of a happy and successful school.
As we wrap up another busy term, it is important to acknowledge and thank everyone who
has played a role in making this second term the triumph that it has been. The end of a term
is, however, also the time that occasionally we have to say goodbye to staff who are moving
on to new ventures - and this term end is no exception.
Today we say goodbye to Mrs Kate Cowling. Kate has
served Bridge House as the Deputy Head responsible for
the academic programme in the College. In this role
she has navigated some very challenging times, not the
least of which was the recent Covid-induced blended
teaching strategy that saw teachers switching expertly
(and within a very tight time frame) to an online
education approach, where not a single day of teaching
was lost. Kate also pioneered the innovative ConnectEd
online proposal and has driven the elective programme
in the high school. Kate has also served as a member of
the school’s Executive Committee where her opinions
and insights have been respected and valued.
Sadly, Kate has made the difficult decision to emigrate to the UK where she will be returning
to her first passion, that of teaching Mathematics, at a school on the west coast of England.
We thank Kate for the remarkable contribution that she has made to Bridge House over her 12
years of faithful service. Given that Kate did leave and come back three times … we are
hoping that she will be back for a fourth BH innings!
Go well, Kate. You will be missed!
David Clark
Head of Bridge House School

First Place in the South
African National
Geography Olympiad
for 2022
Congratulations
to
Destin
Bürgin
(Grade 12) who has placed first in the
South African National Geography
Olympiad for 2022. He is one of four
students who will represent South Africa
in
the
International
Geography
Olympiad.
The 18th International Geography
Olympiad will be held online and hosted
by France from 12 to 18 July under the
auspices
of
the
International
Geographical Union Olympiad Task
Force.

Congratulations to top Geographer,
Destin Bürgin

The International Geography Olympiad (iGeo) is an annual competition for the best 16 to 19
year old Geography students from all over the world. Students chosen to represent their
countries are the very best, chosen from thousands of students who participate
enthusiastically in their own National Geography Olympiads.
The aims of the Olympiad are to:
stimulate active interest in geographical and environmental studies among young
people;
contribute positively to debate about the importance of geography as a senior
secondary school subject by drawing attention to the quality of geographical knowledge,
skills and interests among young people;
facilitate social contacts between young people from different countries and in doing so,
contribute to the understanding between nations.

Lego Mixels

As part of our Design and Technology curriculum, the Grade 1s built Mr Barrow’s Lego Mixels.
Making sure that the directions are followed carefully is an important skill to learn. Once they
had built these fun creatures they needed to come up with a creative name.

The Grade 1s finished off the term with some
Gingerbread Men art, which required a lot of
dexterity.

A trip to the museum
and into space
We arrived at the Iziko Museum and
Planetarium full of excitement. While
waiting for our museum guide, we had a
quick snack break. What an adventure we
had, exploring the museum with our
guide.
We
learned
some
really
extraordinary facts about many of our
land and sea animals. We were in awe of
the size of the baby blue whale bones
hanging above us, while we learned more
about the diet of these magnificent
animals. After a picnic style lunch, we
found our seats in the planetarium. There
is so much to take in about our solar
system and the other stars out there. We
watched a show called Accidental
Astronauts, where we learned many
interesting facts about our moon and our
sun. After the show our host used the
amazing dome to display a picture of the
nighttime sky. He taught us about the
brightest
stars,
as
well
as
the
constellations and how we could find
them. We ended our time in the
planetarium with an awe-inspiring visual
of the earth in relation to some of the
largest objects in our galaxy. What an
engaging, informative outing it was!

Lekker laf en kreatief!

Bridge House se Graad 6-klas maak gereed vir poppekas. Hierdie groep leerlinge geniet die
skeppende kunste tydens hulle Afrikaanse lesse. Hulle is besig om karakters (van mense tot
dassies) uit sokkies en materiaal te maak en hulle ou Science Expo uitstallings in verhoë te
omskep. Opgewonde om in die nuwe semester ons te vermaak met hulle eie dialoë oor
bekende fabels.

Paulus Joubert Soccer Boot Drive

On Tuesday 26 April, our U9s played a soccer match against Paulus Joubert Primary. Our
opponents arrived without soccer/sport shoes and were prepared to play without shoes
against our team. Without hesitation, our players decided to take off their own soccer boots
and play without shoes. This was a very PROUDLY BRIDGE HOUSE moment!
Following this experience, on Friday 10 June, our U9 Soccer players took the school bus and
delivered over 30 pairs of soccer and sport shoes to the U9 Soccer team of Paulus Joubert
Primary. Thank you to our parents for this wonderful initiative and to all the Bridge House
Soccer players for donating the shoes!

Boarders Outings

This weekend, while the Bellegam boarders were watching the nail-biting Stormers vs Ulster
semi-final at Cape Town Stadium, the Huguenot House boys hiked up Lion’s Head.

Bridge House Traverse

This three-day traverse of the Wemmershoek Mountains for College students will start at the
Du Toitskloof Pass and end at Mont Rochelle, at the top of the Franschhoek Pass. The plan is
to do this over three days and summit the six highest peaks on the route.
This is an ideal outing to count towards the President’s Award Adventurous Journey and
apart from that, a fantastic achievement to work towards. All the planning will be done by the
students and they will have to submit proof that they are fit enough. Mr Le Roux and Mr
Pellow-Jarman will guide the students and be with them for the hike. Applications open on
the first day back in Term 3.

Grade 10 Visual Art Assessment

The Grade 10 Visual Arts students did a remarkable job in their four-hour practical exam to
produce beautiful still-life drawings, which really impressed their teachers. This was their first
practical exam ever!

Sculpture Workshop offered at Bridge House
Experience a once-in-a-lifetime creative
opportunity!
Book Now - www.sandrotrapani.com

Sandro Trapini Bridge House is proud to be hosting a sculpture workshop presented by artist Sandro
Trapani. In this two-day workshop participants will be guided through the various stages of creating a
bust sculpture from the armature phase through to the forms and details of the face with clay. The
artist will sculpt alongside the participants and provide individual guidance. The workshop will take
place in the upcoming school holidays allowing us to use the Bridge House Art Studio and work for an
extended period of time.
The workshop is generously sponsored by AMT composites who supply the clay, and Art & Collect
who provide reference materials and armatures. Herbert Evans Art Shop sponsors the materials and
tools. This extensive sponsorship allows for the workshop fees to be very reasonably priced at R1900
per participant.
The BUST Sculpture Workshop opens people's minds to the incredible possibilities that sculpture holds
in expressing individual creativity. The workshop is open to students, parents, friends and anyone who
wants an unforgettable, creative experience. For more information and to register for the workshop,
please visit the artist’s website: www.sandrotrapani.com
Mrs Marisa Maré

From a previous
workshop by
Sandro Trapani

Prep Sport
Equestrian

Congratulations to Myrthe Mellema for
her brave participation in the SANESA
evening last weekend. It is good to see
Bridge House represented in this exciting
discipline which involves show jumping
and cross country jumps!
We wish the following riders, participating
in the 4th SANESA qualifier during the
holidays, the best of luck:
Rylee Gradwell
Sarah Dippnall
Sophia Malan

Sport and Lifestyle is one of Bridge House's Seven Bridges

College Sport
PROVINCIAL HOCKEY
TOURNAMENTS

We wish the following players all the
best for the inter-provincial hockey
tournaments taking place during the
holidays (right to left):
Girls U14 West Boland team:
Jemma Boulton & Kathryn La Grange
Boys U14 West Boland team:
Christopher Greenway
Boys U18 Boland Regional team:
Sebastian Phillips & Joey Baylet
Boys U18B IPT team: Liam Daniels
Boland U18 A Team Manager: Mr Anwell
Botha

EQUESTRIAN

Congratulations
to
Amelia
Ansely
and
Josephine
Matthysen for their brave
participation in the SANESA
eventing last weekend. It is
good to see Bridge House
represented in this exciting
discipline which involves show
jumping and cross country
jumps.
WE ENCOURAGE ALL OUR SPORT TEAMS TO STAY FIT DURING THE HOLIDAYS AS WE LOOK
FORWARD TO A BUSY THIRD TERM OF COMPETITIVE SPORT, CULMINATING IN
THE OAKHILL DERBY TO BE HELD IN KNYSNA ON 12 AND 13 AUGUST.

Sport and Lifestyle is one of Bridge House's Seven Bridges

Welcome to the Playschool

A warm welcome to our the new children in the Bees class who joined us this term:
Weston McGrath, Ocean Thorpe and Jax Aviram. We wish them and their families, a long and
happy stay with us.

Uniform Shop Trading Hours
11 July to 15 July
Please note that on Monday 11 July only booked appointments
will be served.

